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Technology is always advancing. The world of climbing consisted of "crag men" and "alpinists"

when I started. To say that we're a long way away from soft iron pins and hauser-laid nylon ropes is

an understatement.Today's tools to protect a climber are better engineered, startlingly lighter, and

more versatile than five year old kit! Making safe and efficient use of today's tools involves a much

steeper learning curve than at any previous time (that's why this book is on its third edition!).Safe

climbers will learn the ropes from other, more experienced, climbers - but, as so many of today's

"sport climbers" began climbing indoors with well engineered safety systems and artificial holds - not

everybody will have had the advantage of a mentor teaching them the mechanics of building bomb

proof anchors. That's where this book and Craig Luebben's Rock Climbing Anchors become

invaluable, required, additions to every climber's library.This new edition is, as expected, up to date,

including sections dealing with the uses and drawbacks of Aramid "tech cord" as well as nylon and

dyneena/spectra ropes and slings. A detailed look at old bolts and bolt hangers is unique to this

book and extremely timely material. Many 1/4" bolts and their hangers are found on standard routes

and most, if not all, are traps for the unwary.The use and placement of (at least) three pieces of

bomber protection to craft Serene / Ernest belay anchors employing the cordelette or Web-O-Let

equalization system is the heart of this book. How placements respond to loading direction, avoiding

force multiplication by keeping load angles optimal, dealing with shifting loading, and stressing that

no leader should ever fall directly onto the belay anchor are central chapters.The bolt and pin (piton)

chapters are not guides to the deployment of those tools - the scope of this book is limited in the

sense that it does not teach a climber how and where to place a bolt - it teaches how to recognize

and use safe bolts and gives a brief bit about the types of fixed pins one might encounter and how

to deal with them (as for learning to use pins, the authors suggest an aspiring iron-monger take a

rack of pins to an old crag and practice bashing in as many pins in as many places as possible - a

fair enough bit of advice).If you climb anywhere outside of a gym, you need this book and you need

Luebben's book. Aside from what you can learn away from your nearest vertical playground, these

two books will serve you well in bringing enough knowledge to the field that you will not be ignorant

of what other climbers are doing right, and, especially, what they are doing wrong.

Very good book, definitely gave me a solid foundation for getting into trad climbing. Covers bomber

gear placement and rigging very well. Highly recommend.

awesome book for learning practicing anchors though I always rec getting a REAL LIVE guide to



learn from too!

This book is really useful if your new to climbing or an experienced trad climber. I am somewhere in

between and it gave me a few ideas I never thought of and offered explanations of why certain

things might not be as strong as they look. However I cannot recommend this book without also

hiring a guide or going with a very knowledge and experienced friend outside. So many things can

go wrong and this book is a great foundation but not a substitute for picking someones brain.

I own all 3 editions. It gets better each time . The real research is crucial. We want to make choices

hased on knowlege instead of gut feeling. I loved the concluding paragraphs in this edition. Really

hits home if it see climbing as something that relates to your philosophical and even religious ties in

the world.

Amazing book on climbing anchors full of great information, clear images, and often insightful

writing! Really love the fact that they took the time to test anchor strategies and come up with other

options!

You can't go wrong with this book. Be warned, to properly learn anchors you need someone to

teach you! That being said this should be required reading for beginners. For the experienced, this

is a great way to refresh or expand your knowledge.

Very concise and well written. The book explains what you need to know and the reasons behind

the thinking. The book is well structured an is great as a reference. However I would recommend a

course to to help nail the practical side of Anchoring. The author also state that you should do that

too!
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